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Itâ€™s good to have a place where everything about a particular field can be found, which one is looking
for. Having such a place saves one from clueless wandering and wasting time. And if such a place
is present on a web platform, then there is no end to celebrations. For those who have soft corner
for Telugu cinema, Andhra Reporter is nothing less than Tollywood encyclopedia. The website has
established itself amongst the online Tollywood fraternity as a one stop information point for Telugu
film industry news of all type.

Keeping a track on an industry which holds the Guinness World Record for having the largest film
production facility in the world is not an easy task but Andhra Reporter has been doing quite well in
the field. From Telugu movies news to everything that goes on in the South Indian film industry is
reported after thorough analysis and research.

It is a widely known fact that Tollywood is the third largest moving making industry in India. In a
scenario when movies reach cinema screens at the drop of a hat, the job of a cinema reporter only
gets tougher. This is the very reason it takes a lot to establish oneself in the news reporting
business. But Andhra reporter has made a niche for itself by covering latest Tollywood news before
it becomes talk of the town.

The web platform is nothing less than Telugu movies gallery for its visitors. Under the movies
button, it covers every new release with description of the story, featuring stars and user reviews.
The element that makes Andhra Reporter stand apart from its competitors is the fact that user
reviews are not sugar coated to influence the readers into watching the film. The cinema works are
analyzed with a critical eye and a true picture is portrayed for the reader to decide. Latest movie
news taking the rounds also finds a place in this button.

Apart from the official news, Telugu cinema gossips also find its way in Andhra Reporter. Inside
stories of whatever stars wish to keep under wraps are put in front of the masses to relish. Star
affairs, romance theories and off reel romance are scrutinized to find what weight the news carries.
Along with Tollywood gossips, major news of Bollywood is also paid heed to for those who wish to
be a little extra aware.

No Tollywood work is complete without an eyeful of Southern beauties and Andhra Reporter has
kept the same in mind. In the photo gallery, on can find latest Telugu actress pictures from public
event, movie stills, film posters, photo shoots and everything sizzling. Southern dames are nowhere
behind from their Bollywood counterparts and the photo galleries show the same. And for those who
have a hovering eye for Hollywood beauties, well there is plenty in the store with names like Helidi
Klum, Irina Shayk and Alina Vacariu.

Opinion polls surely make the cherry on the cake by addressing questions that are taking the rounds
in Tollywood corridors. Andhra Reporter may seem too good to true but the truth is that â€˜it really is
that goodâ€™. And perhaps, that is what it takes to be known as Tollywood Encyclopedia.

About Andhra Reporter- It is a major news website which covers everything related to new cinemas
in Telugu and people around them. Telugu movie reviews of Andhra Reporter are referred by the
masses to get a true picture of the cinema work. It also has a name for its collection of wallpapers
and pictures in its Telugu actress photo gallery.
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